M
any materials exhibit subsurface scattering: the light that enters them gets scattered several times before leaving. This effect makes them appear slightly translucent. The overall aspect depends on how far the light can penetrate the material and how many times it scatters before exiting. This effect is visible on solids such as marble and jade, as well as liquids such as milk, coffee, or orange juice. It results in a softer look for objects made from these materials. Photorealistic rendering of these materials requires modeling and rendering subsurface scattering. But taking this effect into account greatly increases the computational complexity of illumination simulation. To compute the outgoing light at a specific point, you now must take into account the incoming light at all neighboring points, from all directions, instead of just the light coming in from this point. This adds two dimensions to the sampling, increasing the computation time. You also must store the material's behavior, a function that expresses the relationship between the incoming and outgoing light. Because the relationship is both spatial and angular, this function, the bidirectional surface scattering reflectance distribution function (BSSRDF), has six dimensions. Regular sampling on all directions makes storage prohibitive.
To reduce the complexity, you can use approximations, such as the diffusion dipole. For materials with a small mean-free path, light encounters many scattering events before exiting the material. So, the outgoing light is diffuse, removing the angular dependency and reducing the number of dimensions. Although this approximation is practical and efficient, it can't represent the full range of subsurface-scattering materials. In a seminal study, Craig Donner and his colleagues proved that materials can exhibit strong directional response with complicated lobes. 1 They also provided a detailed, compact representation for BSSRDF lobes in the angular dimension but still sampled material response regularly in the spatial dimension.
In this article, we build on Donner and his colleagues' research (see the sidebar, "Previous Research in Subsurface Scattering"), focusing on multiple-scattering effects. (Single scattering events are more complex and exhibit subtle spatial variations. 2 ) We reproduced Donner's study but differentiated between paths with two scattering events and those with more. Our study shows a strong correlation between the light leaving after two events and after multiple events, for a range of materials. However, paths in double scattering events are much less complex than those in multiple scattering events; we can use this knowledge to speed up scattering computations. Toward that end, we've devised a fast, low-memory algorithm for computing double scattering and extrapolating the results for multiple scattering.
Translucent-Material Properties
As light enters a translucent material from another material, it's first refracted at the interface according to Snell's law. The light beam changes direction while staying in the plane defined by the A strong correlation exists between the surface effects of multiple scattering and the effects after just two scattering events. This knowledge can help accelerate multiple-scattering effects. Researchers have exploited this knowledge to provide a model and implementation for fast computation of double scattering events using a precomputed density function stored compactly.
incident light beam and the normal at the entry point. The angle of the refracted ray with the normal depends on the materials' index of refraction:
where h is the ratio of the indices of refraction, qi is the input angle, and q′ i is the refracted angle. If the first material is empty or almost empty (such as air), h is equal to the second material's index of refraction.
After being refracted at the interface, light travels in the translucent material. There, it can encounter particles, resulting in either absorption or scattering. If it's scattered, it changes directions and continues travelling. Because we're interested in the material's outside appearance, we keep track of the light until it reaches the surface again. To model a translucent material's effect on light, we use the following few parameters.
The absorption coefficient, sa, expresses how the material absorbs light. It's the reciprocal of the average length a photon travels before being absorbed. This coefficient has units in m −1 .
The scattering coefficient, ss, expresses how often the rays are scattered in the material. It also has units in m −1 .
The intensity along a ray decreases with the distance traveled, δ:
The mean-free path is l = (ss + sa) −1 ; it corresponds to the average length a photon can travel before getting scattered or absorbed. It's expressed in m. We call st = ss + sa = 1/l the transmission coefficient.
The phase function describes the angular distribution of light after scattering. We use the HenyeyGreenstein phase function, which has rotational symmetry and depends on the angle between the ray's direction before and after scattering:
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The parameter g expresses the phase function's anisotropy. For g = 0, the rays are scattered equally Y ou can do illumination simulation with subsurfacescattering effects by tracing photons in the material, taking into account every scattering event. 1 This technique is costly in computation time, which has resulted in much research for faster representation of scattering effects.
Single scattering events are complicated. Pat Hanrahan and Wolfgang Krueger showed that when the camera and viewer are assumed to be at an infinite distance, such events can be represented as a bidirectional reflectance distribution function. 2 In the general configuration, single scattering events are highly directional and can result in caustics in the material. 3 Subsequent research has focused on the multiplescattering problem: light being scattered several times before leaving the material. When many scattering events occur, the exiting light has lost all directional information. You can model it using a diffuse representation-the dipole approximation-introduced by Henrik Jensen and his colleagues. 4 When only a few scattering events occur, the outgoing light keeps directional information; you need a more complex model to represent it. Eugene D'Eon and Geoffrey Irving greatly increased the dipole model's accuracy, using a better approximation for diffusion in the material. 5 Their approach still loses directional information, whereas ours keeps it (see the main article). This difference could be important for anisotropic materials.
Craig Donner and his colleagues conducted a thorough study of subsurface-scattering materials. 6 They worked both on Monte Carlo simulations and measurements from actual materials. They showed that the material response has a strong directional component and that the lobes' shapes can be complex. They also provided a model for the material response's directional component, using elliptic coordinates. But they didn't provide for the spatial response and sampled in concentric circles around the point of impact. Their model is the most accurate to date but has a high memory cost (up to 250 Mbytes for each material). It's also limited to one lobe. Our research extends and completes their study. We also provide a model that is less accurate but much more compact and can represent multiple lobes.
in all directions. For 0 < g < 1, the rays are scattered mainly in the same direction as the incoming ray (forward scattering). For −1 < g < 0, the rays are scattered mainly in the reverse direction (backward scattering).
The Henyey-Greenstein phase function was originally developed for radiation in the galaxy. 3 You can use it to approximate any phase function f using the parameter g, computed as
The albedo, a s s s = + ( ) s s a , expresses the relative importance of scattering and absorption. It's a dimensionless quantity between 0 and 1. Materials with a high albedo (a ≈ 1) have mostly scattering effects, with little absorption. In materials with a low albedo (a ≈ 0), absorption effects dominate.
As Donner and his colleagues pointed out, l gives the scale of the response for a given material. 1 For two materials that differ only by l, we can predict the second material's response by scaling the first material's response by the ratio of their mean-free paths.
In the remainder of this article, we parameterize using normalized coordinates. We divide all spatial coordinates by l to give a dimensionless, generic parameterization. Translucent materials' behavior depends on only three parameters: a, g, and h.
Because we're interested only in translucent materials' outside appearance, we model their behavior using a BSSRDF, S. It defines the general transport of light between two points and directions as the ratio of the outgoing radiance at point xo in direction wo, Lo(xo, wo), to the incident radiant flux at point xi from direction wi, Fi(xi, wi):
Our Experimental Framework
Our experimental setting closely follows Donner and his colleagues' research for easier comparison with their results. We restrict ourselves to spatially uniform, homogeneous materials whose boundary is an infinite plane. This reduces the number of dimensions because we need only the relative positions in space and angle. We express the spatial difference xo − xi in polar coordinates: r and qs. We orient the axes so that S depends on only three angles (qi, qo, and fo). For a given material, S depends on five parameters: r, qs, qi, qo, and fo. We compute S using Monte Carlo simulation. We send photons along a collimated beam, hitting the translucent material at a direction wi, making angle qi with the surface normal. These photons are refracted as they enter the material and then travel a distance δ before being scattered or absorbed:
, where x is a random variable in [0, 1] . This expression for δ corresponds to the exponential falloff for illumination. When a photon is scattered, we compute its new direction by importance-sampling the phase function and modulating its intensity by a. 4 If a photon hits the interface, we compute its reflected direction and modify its power by applying the Fresnel term.
To increase our simulations' speed, we select sample points on the material's surface. For each sample point xo, for each photon in the simulation, we compute the power Fexiting this photon would contribute if it was scattered directly to this sample point; then, we average all the photons' contributions: (1/h), the photon is fully reflected at the material interface and doesn't contribute to this specific sample point.
We sample S for the incoming directions qi ∈ {0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 70, 80, 88}, at sample points defined by r ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 4, 8, 10}. Every 15 degrees, we sample directions qs regularly. We store the outgoing directions in spherical coordinates (qo,jo) in buckets of width 5 degrees. We used Donner's sampling strategy for easier comparison and validation.
The whole simulation uses roughly 350 lines of code; researchers wishing to reproduce our results can access it at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/MCG.2013.19. We verified that we reproduced Donner and his colleagues' results, although we sampled outgoing directions differently. We used regular samples in qo and jo, whereas Donner and his colleagues used directions uniformly distributed on the sphere using the Healpix (Hierarchical Equal Area Isolatitude Pixelization) format. 1 
The Correlation between Double and Multiple Scattering
We computed the outgoing light leaving a material after exactly two scattering events, along with the light leaving the material after multiple scattering events. Figure 1 shows the relationship between these two quantities, measured at multiple sample points and directions on the surface. On the curve, two areas are identifiable. Where a strong double scattering (L > 0.02) occurred, a strong correlation existed between double and multiple scattering. When double scattering was negligible (L < 0.02), the relationship wasn't linear, although double scattering was still a good predictor of multiple scattering. Figure 1 corresponds to a single material, h = 1.3, a = 0.95, and g = 0.3, and a single input direction, qi = 0. In an extensive study of a range of materials, we found that this strong correlation always existed, except for materials with strong backward scattering (g < −0.5). Please note that Figure 1 corresponds to a material with a very high albedo, giving a strong importance to multiple scattering.
We tried all combinations of material parameters and input directions. For each material, we computed the correlation coefficient between outgoing light due to multiple scattering events and the light due to only two scattering events. For two distributions X and Y, the correlation coefficient rXY is
rXY = 1 for perfectly correlated distributions; rXY = 0 if the distributions are independent from each other. The relationship held for all materials with g > −0.5, for all input directions. So, light leaving after two scattering events was a strong predictor of multiply scattered light, except for materials with strong backward scattering. Figure 2 shows how r varies as a function of the simulation's input parameters. For r > 0.95, the correlation is very strong; r > 0.8 corresponds to a strong correlation. Figure 2a shows the variation of r as a function of g for different values of a. At each scattering event, the light was multiplied by a. Reducing a reduced the amount of light being multiply scattered, increasing both the importance of double scattering events among multiple scattering events and the correlation coefficient. In all figures except this one, we used a large value for a (0.99). The correlations we found can only get better with lower values of a.
The Albedo
For strongly backward-scattering materials (g < −0.5), no correlation existed between double and multiple scattering. Figure 2b shows the variation of r as a function of g for different values of qi. When a strong correlation existed between double and multiple scattering, this correlation remained the same, independent of qi. For g > −0.5, the curves follow similar patterns, although slight variations occur. For strongly backward-scattering materials, the correlation coefficient varied more (more correlation existed at grazing angles). However, because we're looking for a model that's independent of qi, this information isn't very useful.
The Incoming Direction
More important, the correlation we found was also independent of qi. For example, for g = 0, a = 0.99, and h = 1, we consistently got y ≈ 1.04x + 0.02, for all qi. This key property means that we can compute double scattering and then deduce multiple scattering by interpolating. In this case (high albedo and isotropic scattering), double scattering accounted for 96 percent of multiple scattering. 
Scattering
The Index of Refraction Figure 2c shows the variation of r as a function of g for different values of h. As you can see, h had little influence on the correlation's quality. The main difference was between h = 1 (no refraction at the interface) and h > 1. Materials with h > 1 could experience total internal reflection. Light reaching the surface above a certain angle didn't exit and was reflected toward the material. This effect reduced both double and multiple scattering but apparently increased the correlation between the two. In all figures except this one, we placed ourselves in the worst-case scenario: h = 1. So, changing h can only increase the correlations we found.
Discussion
The correlation coefficients depend on the actual material parameters (g, a, and h) but can be precomputed. Where double scattering is low, we can't use the affine correlation y = ax + b because it would overestimate multiple scattering for low values of double scattering. We introduced a continuous, differentiable extension of the affine correlation whose value is null at the origin (see We obtained a, b, and γ by fitting the computed values. Multiple scattering's strong correlation with double scattering explains a key result of Donner and his colleagues. They found that for most materials, lobes were aligned with the scattering plane (defined by the entry point, the direction, and the exit point).
1 This is obviously true for double scattering. Because multiple scattering correlates to that, we naturally get the same result.
We expect that this result can be used with any light simulation algorithm such as path tracing, Monte Carlo ray tracing, or bidirectional path tracing (BDPT) to speed up computation of subsurface scattering.
Fast Computation of Double Scattering
When a light ray enters a material, it changes direction with refraction but keeps propagating in a straight line. Single scattering events take place on this line. So, the distribution of double scatter- ing events has rotational symmetry around this line. We exploit this property to compactly store photon density.
We store the photon density in the medium using the refracted incoming ray as the main axis for our frame. Because the photon density has rotational symmetry around this axis, we simply need to store a 2D function of the cylindrical coordinates r and z.
During rendering, we compute the refracted ray in the material and extract the second scattering event's contribution for each outgoing ray (see Figure 3) .
Precomputation: Density and Direction
Imagine an incoming ray hitting the material at an angle qi with the normal. This ray is refracted when it hits the surface. The new ray makes an angle ′ qi with the surface normal, with ′ qi defined by Snell's law: hsin sin ′ = i i . We express the incoming ray after refraction as R.
All single scattering takes place on R. So, the probability distribution of double scattering has rotational symmetry around R (if we let double scattering take place above the material's surface). We introduce cylindrical coordinates based on R (r and z; see Figure 3 ). We compute three quantities, sampled regularly in space. For each sample point, we store ■ the probability density of second scattering events, d;
■ the average direction for all double-scattered photons reaching that point, v, stored as an angle in 2D; and ■ the anisotropy of the directions of the photons reaching that point, expressed as the g parameter of a Henyey-Greenstein phase function and computed using Equation 1.
We store all double scattering events, even those happening outside the medium, and store them before multiplication by a. So, the quantities we compute and store depend on only g, not qi, h, or a.
We do our precomputation in 2D space for better efficiency. The density in 3D is connected to the density we computed in 2D by
After precomputation, we store these functions into 2D textures. Using a texture resolution of 128 × 256, a three-channel, 4 byte-per-channel texture costs 512 Kbytes. Storing 20 textures, sampling g regularly from −0.90 to 0.95, costs 7.5 Mbytes.
To compute v and g at each sample point, we compute the outgoing radiance in all directions, taking into account the phase function and exponential falloff at both scattering events. We sum the contributions for all single scattering events, resulting in an anisotropic lobe (see Figure  4) . We approximate this anisotropic lobe with a Henyey-Greenstein phase function using Equation 1 and store its main direction and value.
Runtime Sampling
At runtime, we have a sample point xo and an outgoing direction wo, and we need the outgoing light at this point. We take ′ wo , the refracted version of the outgoing ray (the ray for which hsin sin ′ = o o ). We call S the refracted outgoing ray, xo o , ′ ( ) w . If we consider a single point P along S, we obtain double scattering's contribution on P by ■ expressing P in the frame of reference of R and dividing the coordinates by l, 
Depending on our application, we either use the contribution of a single point P (for example, to connect light and eye paths in BDPT) or integrate the contributions of all points P along S. For the latter, we sample at points P along the ray using the exponential falloff as the importance function. We sample regularly for x ∈ [0, 1] and take Figure 5 compares double-scattering lobes generated by a Monte Carlo simulation and our approximation, for different values of the material parameters. Our approximation fits all the features of the lobes computed by Monte Carlo simulation, both for size and shape. We can even capture the secondary lobe that occurs for slanted incoming lighting (see Figure 5 , second row). Figure 6 compares reference images computed using Monte Carlo simulation with images computed by our algorithm. We chose a simple setting so that all illumination effects would be visible: a collimated beam of light hitting a half space with a planar surface filled with a blue translucent material, ss = (0.07, 0.53, 0.52), sa = (0.93, 0.47, 0.48), and g = 0. We used h = 1.0 to visualize only scattering effects.
Direct BSSRDF Lobe Comparison

Comparison with a Full Monte Carlo Simulation in a Simple Case
Figures 6a and 6b display only single and double scattering. Our algorithm provides a good approximation of double scattering. The main problem is that we underestimated the light propagated along the beam's direction (visible on Figure 6b 's right edge). We attribute this to undersampling for small values of r. Even for isotropic material, most interesting events occur close to the original beam. Instead of regular sampling, we could use more samples for small values of r.
Figures 6c and 6d show all scattering events. Our algorithm exhibits the correct behavior in all directions. We tend to underestimate illumination in the beam's direction (a consequence of underestimating double scattering) and overestimate it in areas at the halo's periphery.
Integration in a Ray Tracer
We ported our algorithm in the Mitsuba renderer 5 as an extension of its subsurface class, which uses Henrik Jensen and Juan Buhler's method. 6 Our implementation extends this method. First, we precompute incoming light at randomly distributed sample points and directions on the object's surface. During rendering, we integrate the contributions from these directional samples. We generated all rendered images in this article using this implementation. The main difference between Jensen and Buhler's method and ours is that we must store the incoming radiance for both space and direction. This significantly increases the number of samples we must store at runtime, depending on d and g. Figure 7 compares the classic dipole approximation, our method, and a reference solution. For the reference solution, we used BDPT and many samples per pixel (4,000). We computed all the images using the same material definition in the same renderer (Mitsuba). The computations were spread over three networked computers with Intel Core 2 processors, for a total of 16 cores (two machines with four cores, one machine with eight cores). We used 32 samples for the dipole approximation and our implementation for more accurate shadows and antialiasing. Figure 7a shows multiple-scattering effects only. To present only these effects for the reference solution, we first computed a full reference solution including all effects. From it, we subtracted an image with only reflection, refraction, and single scattering computed by restricting the number of events in BDPT. Figure 7b shows the image with all lighting effects: reflection, refraction, translucency, and single scattering combined with multiple scattering. (For BDPT, it corresponds to the image computed without any tweaks.)
The dipole approximation is very fast (16 seconds) but differs in terms of color. Our implementation provides the right color while being 20 times faster than the reference solution and only six times slower than the dipole approximation. Figure 8 displays the relative contributions of all the elements used in rendering translucent materials:
■ reflection and refraction (see Figure 8a) ; ■ single, double, and multiple scattering (see Figure 8b) ; and ■ the full model (see Figure 8c ).
The scattering effects are clearly visible on the statue's central part. Figure 9 shows the effects of varying material density while keeping the other material parameters constant. This is equivalent to changing the object's scale compared to l. We show separately the effects of reflection and refraction (see Figure 9a) , scattering (see Figure 9b) , and all of them combined (see Figure 9c) . As the object grows (see the top row) or shrinks (see the bottom row), scattering effects are less visible, compared to the reflection and refraction effects. The scattering effects are more visible if the object has the right size compared to l, not too large or too small.
W
e've found a strong correlation between directional effects for multiple scattering and double scattering for all materials except those with strong backward scattering (g < −0.5). This correlation is especially strong when double scattering is strong. For low values of double scattering, we've found that we can use a continuous function to express multiple scattering as a function of double scattering. Using precomputed values, we compute scattering effects in translucent materials and extrapolate for multiple scattering.
In the future, we plan to extend our work on light distribution inside translucent materials, and get a better prediction model for the relation between double and multiple scattering. Visit CG&A on the Web at www.computer.org/cga
